
Valeria the Agriculturist:

Genes and Crops



Who is Valeria?

Hello! My name is Valeria, 

and I am an agriculturist.

An agriculturist is a scientist who

is an expert on how crops grow.

Crops are plants that people sell

and buy to make food for

humans or animals.

Researching how crops grow:

Different plants need different types of soil. For example,

soybeans like slightly acidic soil.

Research the genetics of crops:

Agriculturists can pick which traits to give crops, like colorful

leaves or yummy tastes.

Perform soil analysis:

With lab equipment, I can determine the amount of

nutrients in the soil, like nitrogen, potassium, or calcium.

Here are a few projects that agriculturist work on:



What I am Doing Now

Here are a few crops I've studied:

Right now, I am working as a researcher at Purdue University in their agriculture

department. As a researcher at the university, I use technology to study crops and learn

which crops grow best in certain conditions. Weather is a major factor in which types of

plants can grow in places around the world. For example, sweet potatoes grow best in a

hot, dry environment, while coffee plants need a wet climate, like the rainforest.

Banana Passion Fruit:

 Native to South

America

Why do some agriculturists work

at universities?

 

I chose Purdue University

because they give me the

coolest and latest technology.

They also pay for me to travel the

world and visit countries that sell

unusual crops. 

Elephant Foot Yam:

 Native to Southeast

Asia

Cape Sundew: 

Native to Southern

Africa



What is Crossbreeding?

This week, I am working with the other researchers to

crossbreed a new crop. Crossbreeding is a practice where

scientists breed two different species together. One example

of crossbreeding is breeding a labrador and a poodle

together. When you do this, you get a labradoodle! My team

does the same thing, except we work with crossbreeding

plants, not animals.

Our Experiment

The first step in our plan is to practice crossbreeding plants. To crossbreed plants, I take tweezers

and carefully move pollen from the pistil of one plant to the stamen of another plant. The pistil and

stamen are the reproductive parts of a flower!

Scientists crossbreed crop species for many reasons.

Scientists often find two plants that both have good, or

desirable, traits, and cross them together. This way, the new

species has the desirable traits from both original species.

Here are the crops we are practicing on:

Tayberry: 

A cross between a

raspberry and a

blackberry!

Tangelo: 

A cross between a

tangerine and a

mandarin orange!

Ugli Fruit: 

A cross between a

tangerine, orange,

and grapefruit!



Text-Message Conversation

Our next step is to decide which new plant we want to create. We have to make sure

the plants are closely related to be able to crossbreed them. We are group chatting

right now to try to figure out which plant we want to crossbreed. Here's our

conversation:

Me: Hey guys and gals! What were you

thinking for our new crop?

Dr. Amaro: What about a lemon and an

orange? They're both citrus fruits so

they're close enough to cross.

Dr. Knight: Or a lemon and a grapefruit?

Me: Wow! Those are both great ideas! We

could make a really interesting new fruit

with either cross!

Dr. Amaro: I can't wait to see what our end

result it! I hope it will be delicious!



What is Crossbreeding?

Crossbreeding can produce all sorts of new fruits for people to try and for

farmers to grow. My team and I are going to try to cross a lemon and a

grapefruit. Hopefully we make a new fruit that people will love! A grapelemon!

Singapore is the only country that has

a hybrid flower as their national

flower. It is the Vanda Miss Joaquim,

which is a hybrid orchid.
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grapefruit lemon

Did you know?

grapelemon


